In this paper, we introduce a 3-D human-body tracker capable of handling fast and complex motions in real-time. The parameter space, augmented with first order derivatives, is automatically partitioned into Gaussian clusters each representing an elementary motion: hypothesis propagation inside each cluster is therefore accurate and efficient. The transitions between clusters use the predictions of a Variable Length Markov Model which can explain highlevel behaviours over a long history. Using Monte-Carlo methods, evaluation of model candidates is critical for both speed and robustness. We present a new evaluation scheme based on volumetric reconstruction and blobs-fitting, where appearance models and image evidences are represented by Gaussian mixtures. We demonstrate the application of our tracker to long video sequences exhibiting rapid and diverse movements.
Introduction
Full human-body tracking has a wide and promising range of applications, from motion capture in the film industry to Human-Computer Interaction. Tracking people is difficult because of the high dimensionality of full body kinematics, the fast movements and frequent self-occlusions. Moreover, loose clothing, shadows or camera noise may further complicate the inference problem.
Tracking is a global optimisation process: because of kinematic constraints, even relatively independent limbs must compete to fit onto their own detected features (image evidence). Hierarchical methods [2, 16] fit the torso in a first stage and then optimise each limb independently. The parameter space is then partitioned, which drastically reduces the complexity of inference. However, problems occur when the torso cannot accurately be located on its own, which can be the case in human body tracking because of selfocclusions, or simply measurement noise.
One approach to tracking as a global optimisation problem is to start from image data, trying to detect features independently in each frame. The configuration of the model is then recovered from the "bottom-up" [17] , using nonparametric belief propagation techniques. Since the feature detectors will inevitably return many false positives, the configuration of the model is globally optimised by iterating belief propagation in a graph with strong kinematic and temporal priors [20] . While these techniques are theoretically appealing, they rely on the detection of specific features, which is not always possible because of occlusions or loose clothing. Additionally, the computational complexity of the method is currently too high for real-time applications.
Alternatively, one can use the body configuration in the current frame and a dynamic model to predict the next configuration candidates (motion prior). These candidates are then tested against image data to find the most likely configuration. Tracking with particle filters works along those lines, approximating the posterior distribution by a set of representative elements, and updating these particles with Monte Carlo importance sampling rule [12] . However, in full body tracking problems, the dimensionality of the parameter space is far too high to represent accurately the true posterior distribution everywhere. Instead, particles tend to concentrate in only a few of the most significant modes, leading to possible failures when too few particles are propagated to represent a new peak. Annealing [6] is a coarse to fine approach that can help focus the particles on the global maxima of the posterior, at the price of multiple iterations per frame. Alternatively, sophisticated motion prior models have been proposed [19] , trying to predict the subject's dynamics and propagating particles around the next expected peaks of the posterior.
Prediction is hard because human dynamics are complex and highly non-linear. Models of linear dynamics such as Kalman filters suffice to predict simple linear motions, but a better prediction model is required for faster and more complex movements. When the target motion is relatively short and structured, projecting the parameters onto a lower dimensionality manifold [13] encodes implicitly the correlations between parameters, and makes linear prediction methods efficient again. Such methods have shown to predict successfully walking cycles using Autoregressive Models [1] . Problems reappear with long sequences of complex motions, where the parameters are not sufficiently correlated to give good predictions under projection.
The main performance bottleneck when using Monte-Carlo methods is the evaluation of the likelihood function. For each particle, it usually involves generating a 3-D appearance model from the particle state, projecting this appearance model onto the available image planes, and finally comparing it with some extracted image features such as silhouettes or edges. Various simplifications or optimisations [4] have been attempted, but none of them were able to make full use of image information in real-time.
In this paper, we present novel prediction and evaluation schemes making robust tracking of challenging human motions possible in real-time. Prediction is based on behaviour models, capable of exploiting local dynamics as well as long history, whereas our new evaluation procedure, based on volumetric reconstruction and blobs-fitting, allows a large number of model candidates to be tested in a very efficient manner. The tracker is also able to recover from tracking failures by using the motion prototypes as new starting points.
In Section 2, we show how complex movements are decomposed into clusters of elementary motions, and how high-order behaviour is learnt over these clusters. The actual tracking is performed by a Sample Importance Resampling (SIR) particle filter [12] , with a propagation of the particles following the dynamic model described in Section 4. A method for fast evaluation of the particles is then introduced 5. Section 6 and 7 respectively present some results and discussion.
Human body representation
In this section we describe the parametrisation we use for the human body as well as the features we use to learn the human behaviour model that will constrain the search within 
Kinematic Tree and Constraints
The model of the human body is based on a kinematic tree consisting of 14 segments, as seen in Figure 1 . Each pose is represented by a 25-dimensional vector C t which consists of the joint angles, and the position and orientation of the root of the kinematic tree.
Constraints are placed on joint rotations (expressed as Euler angles) in the form of bounding values. Redundant configurations and singularities are eliminated by limiting each joint to two degrees of freedom. The constraints restrict the number of impossible poses, but are insufficient to capture the complexity of human morphological constraints. More advanced constraints schemes have been proposed [15] , but in our case, a high level behaviour model learnt from training sets of 3D human motions (e.g., joint angles over time) will implicitly play the same role.
Feature space representation
In order to learn a concise probabilistic model of 3D human motion, we need to choose an appropriate feature space. For each body pose, we define a corresponding feature vector X t = (x t ,ẋ t ) consisting of the joint angles vector x t and its first derivativeẋ t . Global position and orientation are omitted from the chosen feature representation as we do not wish the learnt behaviour model to be sensitive to them. The inclusion of derivatives helps resolve ambiguities in configuration space. Moreover, it facilitates the use of models in performing generative tasks using local dynamics (see Section 4.2).
Human body behaviour may be viewed as a smooth trajectory within the feature space that is sampled at frame rate, generating a sequence of feature vectors X t . Each sequence describes the temporal evolution of human body poses (augmented by the first derivatives of the joint angles):
Learning Dynamics

Clustering the Feature Space
Due to the complexity of human dynamics, we break down complex behaviours into elementary movements for which local dynamic models are easier to infer. The problem is then to automatically find, isolate and model these elementary movements from the training data. We achieve this by clustering the feature space into Gaussian clusters using a variant of the EM algorithm proposed by Figueiredo and Jain [7] . Their proposed method automatically addresses the main pitfalls of traditional EM, that is, the delicate initialisation, the arbitrary choice of the number of components, and the possibility of singularities. Body configurations sampled from a few clusters on ballet-dancing data are shown in Figure 2 .
Learning High-Level Behaviour with VLMMs
Complex human activities such as dancing (or even simpler ones such as walking), can be viewed as a sequence of primitive movements with a high level structure controlling the temporal ordering.
By incorporating probabilistic knowledge of the underlying behavioural structure in the way we sample our particles (in a Bayesian tracking framework using Monte Carlo simulation), we can propagate particles only in plausible directions, and also provide automatic transitions between the different model configurations. A suitable way to obtain such knowledge is variable-length Markov models (VLMMs) [18] .
Variable length Markov models deal with a class of random processes in which the memory length varies, in contrast to an n-th order Markov models. They have been previously used in the data compression [5] and language modelling domains [18, 14] . More recently, they have been successfully introduced in the computer vision domain for learning stochastic models of human activities with applications to behaviour recognition and behaviour synthesis [9, 10, 8] . Their advantage over a fixed memory Markov model is their ability to locally optimise the length of memory required for prediction. This results in a more flexible and efficient representation which is particularly attractive in cases where we need to capture higher-order temporal dependencies in some parts of the behaviour and lower-order dependencies elsewhere. A detailed description on building and training variable-length Markov models is given by Ron et al. [18] .
A VLMM can be thought of as a probabilistic finite state automaton (PFSA) M = (Q, Σ, τ, γ, s), where Σ is a set of tokens that represent the finite alphabet of the VLMM, and Q is a finite set of model states. Each state corresponds to a string in Σ of length at most N M (N M ≥ 0), representing the memory for a conditional transition of the VLMM. The transition function τ, the output probability function γ for a particular state, and the probability distribution s over the start states are defined as:
The VLMM is a generative probabilistic model: by traversing the model's automaton M we can generate sequences of the tokens in Σ. By using the set of Gaussian clusters as the alphabet, we can capture the temporal ordering and space constraints associated with the primitive movements. Consequently, traversing M will generate statistically plausible examples of the behaviour.
Predictions using the Dynamic Model
Using Bayes' rule, the probability of a model configuration x t given a measurement z t is:
Previous posterior
where κ is a normalising constant, and Z t = {z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z t }. The posterior distribution is approximated by a set of discrete particles, each representing a body configuration.
In this section, we shall describe a behaviour-based motion prior using the VLMM for prediction. A fast way of evaluating the likelihood using volumetric reconstruction and blobs fitting will then be presented in Section 5.
Transitions Between Clusters with the VLMM
The particles are augmented with their current VLMM state q t , from which the cluster k t they belong to is easily deduced. Transitions (or jumps) between clusters are conditional on the particle's feature vector X t as well as the transition probabilities γ in the VLMM. The probability of transition towards a new Gaussian cluster k t+1 of mean µ k t+1 and covariance Σ k t+1 is:
At each frame, the state transition is chosen according to the above probabilities for each neighbouring cluster. In practice, only a few transitions are encoded in the VLMM, making the evaluation efficient. If the same cluster is chosen (k t+1 = k t ), the particle is propagated using local dynamics, as formulated in the next section. If a new cluster is selected, the particle's parameters are re-sampled from the new Gaussian cluster.
Local Dynamics
Inside each Gaussian cluster, a new model configuration can be stochastically predicted from the previous feature vector X t . Since the Gaussian clusters include derivatives, the prediction effectively behaves like a second-order model. Let us consider a Gaussian cluster of mean µ = µ X µẊ and covariance matrix Σ =
ΣẊẊ . The noise vector is directly sampled from the cluster's covariance matrix with an attenuation coefficient λ , leading to the formulation:
The random noise vector is drawn as ( dx t dẋ t ) T = √ Σ · X with X ∼ N (0, I). The squareroot of the covariance matrix is computed by performing the eigenvalue decomposition, Σ = V · D ·V T , and taking the square root of the eigenvalues on the diagonal of D, so that
This predictive model has to be understood in the context of Monte-Carlo sampling, where noise is introduced to model uncertainty in the prediction: the properties of the noise vector are therefore almost as important as the dynamics themselves. The covariance matrix of the current cluster provides a good approximation of this uncertainty, and sampling the noise vector from the cluster itself makes propagation of uncertainty much closer to the training data than uniform Gaussian noise.
To keep the behaviour model independent of the global position and orientation of the subject, the six global parameters are not modelled by the Gaussian clusters, and are therefore propagated with a uniform noise.
Fast Evaluation of the Likelihood
Appearance Model
Appearance is modelled by 3-D blobs attached along the bones of the kinematic model. The shape of a blob is described by a Gaussian distribution of mean µ X and covariance matrix Σ X . Since the blobs are generated in the local coordinate system of each body part, we retain only four free parameters: a single offset value which summarises the mean µ X along the first axis of the bone on which the blob is attached, and the three eigenvalues which fully describe the covariance matrix Σ X . The transformation needed to convert blobs from local to global coordinates is obtained using forward kinematics.
Blobs also incorporate colour information which, similarly to shape, is represented by a Gaussian distribution of mean µ C and covariance matrix Σ C . The full blob parameters are learnt automatically during the first seconds of the tracking using ExpectationMaximisation on the voxel data (see Section 5.3).
Since the colour of each blob is unimodal, clothing with multiple colours must be handled by a mixture of blobs. Starting with a single blob for each body-part, a "split and merge" process ensures an optimal description of the data. The criterion used to decide whether a blob should be split is the colour variance along the main spatial axis of the blob. This measurement is obtained by projecting the mixed covariance matrix between spatial and colour information Σ XC (computed from the data with EM) onto the direction of the current bone in the kinematic model.
Volumetric Reconstruction
Volumetric reconstruction has the advantage of combining relevant information for tracking (shape and colour) into a single coherent structure. Although other features like edges or texture can provide valuable information, the unavoidable motion blur hinders their robustness when dealing with fast motions. We argue that shape-from-silhouette algorithms, by exploiting correspondences between camera views, can yield more robustness and performance than individual image-based feature extraction. A real-time hierarchical method for voxel-based volumetric reconstruction has been the subject of our previous work [2] . In this work, using calibrated cameras, the visual-hull algorithm projects 3-D voxels onto available image planes and keeps those which lie inside all the silhouettes of the object of interest. Our contribution consists in merging silhouette extraction and volumetric reconstruction into a hierarchical scheme, which has the double advantage of robust pixel statistics and improved performance. Colour information is also recovered, making the reconstructed volume a valuable basis for tracking.
Data Density as a Mixture of Gaussians
The volumetric reconstruction summarises the data by keeping only relevant information (shape and colour). Unfortunately, the amount of data is still too large for real-time evaluation of candidate configurations, therefore a more compact representation of the data is needed. In [2] and [3] , we also showed how to fit a mixture of Gaussian blobs onto the 3-D voxels in real-time, using an EM-like procedure. Provided that this blob-fitting procedure is reliable enough, it constitutes an ideal basis for efficient evaluation of particles.
Just like for every EM-based algorithm, the reliability of blob-fitting strongly depends on initialisation. The number of blobs and their attributes are known from the appearance model, but their actual positions depend on the pose of the underlying kinematic model. Initialising EM from the tracked position in the last frame can prove insufficient for fast movements. Fortunately, the VLMM can predict the next possible clusters by traversing the automaton from the last tracked position. EM is then performed from the centres of these clusters, and the maximum-likelihood result is retained.
This blobs-fitting procedure has the important advantage of detecting tracking failures: if the best mixture has a low likelihood, the tracker is lost and needs re-initialisation. Unlike most other trackers, automatic recovery from failures is then possible because the parameter space is clustered in motion prototypes. Performing EM from all clusters might provoke a noticeable lag, depending on the total number of prototypes, but is bound to return a good result. The VLMM state of all particles is then reset, which has the effect of spreading them across the clusters. To ensure a quick recovery, a bias towards the clusters that returned the best mixtures is introduced for the first state transition (Section 4.1).
Particle Evaluation
A model configuration (particle) is evaluated by first generating an appearance model from the particle state, and then comparing the produced blobs with those obtained from the image evidence. Let us note F = ∑ i α i f i the mixture generated from the model and G = ∑ i β i g i the one corresponding to image evidences. The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence can be used to measure the cross-entropy between the two mixtures:
Using the approximation proposed by [11] for non-overlapping clusters:
Correspondence between blobs is maintained under the form f i ↔ g π(i) , so that the complexity of the run-time evaluation function is linear with respect to the number of blobs: Figure 3 : Maximum distance between the tracked joint locations and the ground-truth data on a ballet dancing test sequence (not included in the training data). The average error over the sequence is 36mm for CONDENSATION, 16mm for the Annealed particle filter, and 13mm for our method.
This last formulation can be efficiently computed using the closed form solution of the KL divergence between two Gaussian blobs f ∼ N (µ f , Σ f ) and g ∼ N (µ g , Σ g ):
where d is the dimensionality of the Gaussian blobs f and g.
Results
Our novel prediction and evaluation methods were tested on long video sequences exhibiting fast and diverse movements. Ballet dancing is an interesting application because movements are so fast that, at normal framerate, tracking without an adequate dynamic model is very challenging. The volumetric reconstruction is based on 4 cameras, capturing images at 30fps in a resolution of 320×240. Our training data consisted of 8 sequences of ballet-dancing motion capture, approximately 2000 frames each. When partitioning the parameter-space, the optimal number of clusters was automatically found to be 256, which can seem quite high but actually reflects the underlying complexity of the motions. As a comparison, the same clustering on a simpler "arms pointing" sequence returned only 5 clusters. We then learnt a VLMM over the Gaussian clusters using various memory lengths. Note that a memory length of 1 makes the VLMM behave like a first order Markov model. Using a memory length of 5, the VLMM learnt 734 distinct states. This number of states rose to 1722 with a memory length of 10. To avoid overfitting which leads to poor performance when encountering unseen events, a maximum memory length of 5 was chosen.
A comparison of accuracy between our algorithm and other standard particle filter methods can be found in Figure 3 . The CONDENSATION algorithm propagates particles with a Gaussian noise, while Annealing [6] iterates a propagation-evaluation loop over multiple layers, in a "coarse to fine" manner. Even using 5000 particles, CON-DENSATION was unable to explore the parameter-space in all appropriate directions, resulting in a rapid failure of tracking. The Annealed particle filter uses only 1000 particles, but because of the 5 layers of annealing, the computational cost remains equivalent to CONDENSATION. Annealing produces accurate results in most of the test sequence, although some tracking failures still occur because of the relatively low number of particles. Despite having 5 times less particle-evaluations than the two other methods, our propagation scheme maintains accuracy and robustness. Occasional tracking failures, due to movements unseen in the training set, are detected and quickly recovered from.
Visual tracking results are presented in Figure 4 . Motion blur and the cluttered background make the reconstruction challenging, but the motion model copes with incomplete data. The full system, which comprises image acquisition, volumetric reconstruction and the Bayesian tracking framework runs at 10fps with a pool of 1000 particles on a single 2GHz computer.
Discussion
The main challenge in human-body tracking is the high dimensionality of the parameter space, making the search for the correct pose a hard problem. Using Monte-Carlo methods, the number of required particles tends to become very large, and even if methods such as Annealing improve convergence, the computational cost remains too high for real-time applications.
In this paper, we have demonstrated an algorithm using high-level behaviours to track challenging movements in real-time. Novel contributions reside in the prediction scheme which uses VLMMs and in a fast evaluation method based on volumetric reconstruction and blobs fitting. By focusing the propagation of particles towards predicted directions, the number of particles required for robust tracking is kept low, and in conjunction with a fast evaluation scheme, real-time performance is then achieved on commodity hardware.
As future research directions, we intend to investigate and evaluate various dimensionality reduction methods, in an effort to make the learning of clusters more efficient. Online learning, where unseen sequences are incrementally integrated into the behaviour model, would also represent a worthy contribution.
